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1. Two frames of reference,g and S'have a commori orlfi;r O, and. S'rotates with
'n

constant angular velocity o,r relative to ,S. At a time I a particle P has position

vector r referred to O; and tand, r denote the velocity aid acceleration of P relative

to ^9' respectively.

Prove that the acceleration of P relative to ,9 is

f+Z,oA[_" ".,A(c.rAq).

An object is thrown downward with an initial speed u6. Prove that after time I the

object is deflected east of the vertical by the amount

Lrl?.re Sin ),t2 - lrosin )f3,
,)

where ) is the earth's co - latitude.
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2. (a) With the usual notations, obtain the equations of motion for a systern of N
particles in the following forms:

. i. M[_c :LEn,
i=t

N
:\lr,AF,.

;-1

N

where f &,:11 and. hr,:LrAm;!i""-'- L-Z : *--" 
-Z tZ I vtwavl'

i.:t
(State clearly the results that you may use)

(b) A solid of mass M isin the form of a tetrahedron O XY Z,the edges O X, OY, O Z

of which are mutually perpendicular, rests with XOY on a fixed smooth hor-

izontal plane and YOZ against a smooth vertical wall. The normal to the

rough f.ace XY Z is in the direction of a unit vector n. A heavy uniform sphere

of mass m and,center Crolls down the face causing tle tettahedron to acquire

a velocity -Vj where j is the unit vector along OY -
-----+

If OC : r, then prove that ,i

(M + m)V - mt'.7 : constant

.. dE
11. ..-

dt

and thab

!t:f-n(n'D,
"r'

where f : g-f V j and g is the acceleration of gravity.

l
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3. With the usual notation obtain the Euler's equations for the motion of the rigid

body, having a point fixed, in the form:

Aar-(B-C)w2a3:Nl,

Buz - (C - A)aPs: N2,

Cus-(A-B)uPz:A/s'

A body moves under no forces about a point O. The pricipal moment of inertia

at o being 6A, 3A, A. Initially the angular velocity of tlie body has components

u)! : fltti2 : 0, u)z : 3n about the principal axis. Show that at any iatter time

u)2 : -r/5n tanh ,/5"1.



4. Obtain the Lagrange's equations of motion using D'Alembert's principle for a con-

servaLive h6lonomic dynamical system.

Use the Lagrangian method and obtain the equations of motion for a spherical

pendulum of length r.

5. With the usual notations, derive Lagrange's equation for the impulsive motion from

Lagrange's equations for a holonomic system in the following form

"(H):t, i:r,2, ,n

A uniform rod, AB of Iength 2a and mass ?r, has a particle of mass M attached to

the end B. It is at rest on a smooth horizontal table when an impulse 1 is applied

at A in a direction perpendicular to AB, and in the plane of the table. Find the

initial velocities of A and B and prove that the resulting kinetic energy is

212(m+JM)
*@ + 4M)

6. (a) Define the poisson bracket. ./
Show that the Hamiltonian equations of the holono,mic system may be written

in the form ,-.

Qn : lqP, H) , io : lP*, Hl ,

and show that for any functio n f (qi, pr, t), #: H+ [/, T] .

(b) show thai, if / ancl q a,re constants of motion then their pofr.on bracket l/, g]

/ is also a constant of motion.


